INSTRUCTEDBAG
INSTRUCTEDBAG offers an open design kit to create your own leather bag. This kit
contains a piece of leather with a print that is more than purely decorative, the
print defines the volume. The design rejects traditional sewing techniques and is
accompanied by specific instructions wich gives you the possibility of becoming a
co-designer in the project.
INSTRUCTEDBAG is an open design in the sense that it is also available online. People who
can sew, can download the design from www.instructedbag.com and make it in a
fabric of choice. Following the instructions is recommended for beginners. But the
instructions given are merely a guideline to the more advanced, to understand how
to use the kit. INSTRUCTEDBAG presents ideas but wants to encourage you to fabricate
and be creative.

CONTENT
30x studs with screw

4x D-ring
3x keyclip

1x pen tool

1x roll of doublesided tape

1x cross strap
2x cross piece
4x handles

1x piece of leather
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INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1 Choose the size of the bag.

small

medium

large

STEP 2 Look closely at the linear shades, they each have a colour, look for the lines that
are represented by the symbols that define the size of the bag you have chosen.

STEP 3 Cut with a sharp stanley knife along the outside of the linear shades indicated with
those symbols (beware don’t cut off the shaded parts, they are part of the chosen
bag).

STEP 4 Once the shape is cut out, place the double sided tape onto the linear shading,
cut the tape according to the shading.
BEWARE ALWAYS PLACE THE TAPE WITH THE PROTECTION LAYER UPWARDS

STEP 5 To keep the tape in place, press the tip of the iron along the length of the double
sided tape for about 5 seconds.
IRON WITHOUT STEAM, MAX TEMPERATURE

STEP 6 Once in place, iron with only a little pressure for 2min, until the tape gets soft and
the leather feels hot when touching.

STEP 7 Let it cool down until it feels cold when touching, repeat this for al the linear
shades, leaving the protection layer on.

STEP 8 Now, choose a random shade and iron the protection layer until it’s hot.

STEP 9 Immediately remove the hot protection layer from the chosen shade. Place the
length with the same symbol on top of the shade, so the shade is hidden
underneath. Iron the two lengths onto each other, at maximum temperature.
YOU CAN WORK FROM THE END OF THE IRONING BOARD OR FROM THE END OF AN IRONING BOARD FOR
SLEEVES. YOU CAN IRON ON BOTH SIDES OF THE LEATHER.

STEP 10 If it feels cold when touching you can continue doing this for every matching
symbol which is four times. After this, let it cool down, and make sure the corners
are firmly attached.

STEP 11 You have obtained the shape of the bag. If you don’t like the hight of the bag you
can cut some centimeters off. If you like it just continue.

FINISHING TOUCHES
STEP 1 Place something hard directly under the piece you want to perforate, this can be a
cutting board, a piece of wood or anything that can’t be perforated.
Place the leather with the symbol on top of it and place the hollow pen-tool onto
the symbol.
Now, hit the back of the pen-tool with a hammer and see if you punctured the
leather and made a hole.

STEP 2 First cut out the handles that you prefer and perforate the indicated symbols with
the pen-tool (as explained in the previous step).
Then, perforate the indicated symbols on the bag or perforate wherever you would
like to place the handles, using the perforations of the handles as reference.

STEP 3 Open the studs by unscrewing them.
Place the screw (from the inside of the bag) into the perforated hole, you’ll see the
screw emerging from the leather.
Lay the perforated hole of the handle on top of it and close the stud by screwing
the stud onto the screw.Do this for every perforated hole.

STEP 4 If you don’t want the cross strap then go to the next step.
Cut out the pieces called ‘cross strap’ and ‘cross pieces’, and perforate on the
indicated symbol. Slide the end of the strap in the ring of the keyclip and fold the
end over. Close the strap with a stud by laying the perforated holes onto each
other and close as explained in the previous step.

STEP 5 Cut out the pieces called ‘cross strap piece’ and ‘cross strap’, and perforate the
indicated symbols. There are no indications on the bag so, perforate one hole on
each side of the bag where you would like to attach the cross-over-body strap.
Then, slide the end of the cross piece in the D-ring and fold the end over.
Place the screw of the stud, form the inside of the bag into the perforation you
made on the side, you will see the screw emerging.
Now, place the two perforations of the cross piece onto the screw that emerges
the bag. Now, close the stud by screwing the stud onto the screw. (Do this for the
other side of the bag as well.)

STEP 6 It’s up to you to choose the size of the closure, it can be a thin strap of width 13mm
to be closed with one stud or you can mesure the width and hight of the closure
piece and perforate where you want to close it, use these perforations as reference
to perforate the bag. Place the studs as explained before.
If you can’t push the leather over the stud, to close the bag, the perforation might
be to small. Make and incision of 2mm around the perforation, as shown in the
illustration.

FINISHED
Your bag is now finished! Try and fold it into all sorts of shapes and have fun with
the handles! Play with the remaining leather, the studs, folding and creating your
own bag with extra’s! Please post your bag on our facebookpage www.facebook.
com/instructedbag. For more information visit www.instructedbag.com.
With the remaining leather you can make fun accessories, like wallets, a keyclip or
even a clutch bag. It’s very simple.
1. Calculate the hight of the wallet e.g. 12cm double this (24cm) and add half of
the mesurement (24+6= 30cm) to overlap the front, this will be the closure of the
wallet.
2. Draw a rectangular shape onto the leather, with the size of 30cm to 15cm.
3. Cut out the shape with a sharp cutter.
4. Iron a piece of double sided tape (12cm long) onto each side of the rectangle.
5. While the tape is still hot, remove the protection layer and fold the leather over
the tape. Iron for about 1min.
6. Perforate a hole in the overlapping leather, use this as a reference to perforate
the front of the wallet.
7. Place a stud and close the wallet.
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